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List of Participants

Brown University
MARC Code: RPB-M
OCLC Symbol: RBN
[Position vacant]

Eastman School of Music
MARC Code: NRU-Mus
OCLC Symbol: RES
Ivan Kaproth-Joslin
Sibley Music Library
27 Gibbs St.
Rochester, NY 14604
(585) 274-1430
ikaproth@esm.rochester.edu
Formats: Scores, Sound recordings

Harvard University, Eda Kuhn Loeb Music Library
MARC Code: MH-Mu
OCLC Symbol: HMU
Anne Adams
Eda Kuhn Loeb Music Library
3 Oxford St.
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 998-5302
anneadams@fas.harvard.edu
Formats: Scores, Sound recordings
Harvard University, Houghton Library  
MARC Code: MaCbHUHM  
OCLC Symbol: [TBD]  
Andrea Cawelti  
Ward Music Cataloger  
Houghton Library  
Harvard University  
Cambridge, MA 02138  
(617) 998-5259  
cawelti@fas.harvard.edu  
Formats: Scores

Kent State University  
MARC Code: OhKeUHG  
OCLC Symbol: KSU  
/Position vacant/

Indiana University  
MARC Code: InU-Mu  
OCLC Symbol: IUL  
Charles Peters  
William & Gayle Cook Music Library  
Indiana University  
Bloomington, IN 47405  
(815) 855-2970  
chpeters@indiana.edu  
Formats: Scores, Sound recordings
Library of Congress
MARC Code: DLC
OCLC Symbol: DLC
Maarja Vigorito
Music Division, Library of Congress
101 Independence Ave, SE
Washington, DC 20540
(202) 707-5893
mvig@loc.gov
Formats: Scores

Laura N. Yust
Music Division, Library of Congress
101 Independence Ave, SE
Washington, DC 20540
(202) 707-6496
lyus@loc.gov
Formats: Scores

New York Public Library
MARC Code: NN-MUS
OCLC Symbol: NYP
[Position vacant]

Northwestern University
MARC Code: IEN-Mu
OCLC Symbol: INU
Tomoko Shibuya
1970 Campus Drive
Evanston, IL 60208
(847) 491-7583
t-shibuya@northwestern.edu
Formats: Scores, Sound recordings

Oberlin Conservatory
MARC Code: OOC
OCLC Symbol: OBE
Rebecca Belford
Conservatory Library
77 W. College St.
Oberlin, OH 44074
(440) 775-5139
rbelford@oberlin.edu
Formats: Scores, Sound recordings
Peabody Institute of the Johns Hopkins University
MARC Code: MdBmJPML
OCLC Symbol: JHP
Kirk-Evan Billet
1 East Mt-Vernon Place
Baltimore MD 21202
(667) 208-6659
billet@jhu.edu
Formats: Scores, Sound recordings

Queens Public Library
MARC Code: NyJaQLN
OCLC Symbol: ZQP
Regina Shapiro
89-11 Merrick Boulevard
Jamaica, NY 11432
(718) 990-8608
rshapiro@queenslibrary.org
Formats: Scores

Stanford University
MARC Code: Cst-Mus
OCLC Symbol: STF
Kevin Kishimoto
Stanford Music Library
541 Lasuen Mall
Stanford, CA 94305-3076
(650)721-8693
kishimoto@stanford.edu
Formats: Scores, Sound recordings

University at Buffalo
MARC Code: NBuU-Mu
OCLC Symbol: BUF
[Position vacant]

University of California, Los Angeles
MARC Code: CLU-MUS
OCLC Symbol: CLU
Hermine Vermeij
UCLA Library Cataloging & Metadata Center
1802 Life Sciences Building
621 Charles E Young Drive South
Los Angeles, CA 90095-7230
(310) 825-3438
hermine@library.ucla.edu
Formats: Scores, Sound recordings
University of Chicago
MARC Code: ICU-JRM
OCLC Symbol: CGU

Positions vacant

University of Maryland
MARC Code: MdU-Mu
OCLC Symbol: UMC
Kathy Glennan
2200 McKeldin Library
7649 Library Lane
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742
(301) 405-9331
kglennan@umd.edu

Formats: Scores, Sound recordings

Alice LaSota
2200 McKeldin Library
7649 Library Lane
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742
(301) 405-9221
alasota@umd.edu

Formats: Scores, Sound recordings

Steven Quintilian
2200 McKeldin Library
7649 Library Lane
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742
(301) 405-9340
squintil@umd.edu

Formats: Scores, Sound recordings
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
MARC Code: NcU-Mu
OCLC Symbol: NOC
Michelle Cronquist
CB 3926
Chapel Hill, NC 27515
(919) 962-4271
cronquim@email.unc.edu
Formats: Sound recordings

Monica Figueroa
CB 3914
Chapel Hill NC 27599
(919) 962-3820
monica@unc.edu
Formats: Scores, Sound recordings

University of Pennsylvania
MARC Code: PU-AML
OCLC Symbol: PAU
Stephen Mantz
Otto E. Albrecht Music Library
3420 Walnut St.
Philadelphia, PA 19104
(215) 898-6715
mantzs@upenn.edu
Formats: Scores

University of Washington
MARC Code: WaU-MU
OCLC Symbol: WAU
Cate Gerhart
University of Washington
Room 370B, Suzzallo Library
Box 352900
Seattle, WA 98195-2900
(206) 685-2827
gerhart@uw.edu
Formats: Scores, Sound recordings
University of Wisconsin Milwaukee
MARC Code: WiMiUML
OCLC Symbol: GZN
[Position vacant]

Vanderbilt University, Wilson Music Library
MARC Code: TnNvJML
OCLC Symbol: TJC
Jacob Schaub
Vanderbilt University
2400 Blakemore Avenue
Nashville, TN 37212
(615) 322-3022
jake.schaub@vanderbilt.edu
Formats: Scores, Sound recordings

Vassar College
MARC Code: NPV-Mu
OCLC Symbol: VXW
Ann Churukian
Music Library
Box 38
Vassar College
Poughkeepsie, NY 12604-0038
(845) 437-7338
anchurukian@vassar.edu
Formats: Scores, Sound recordings

Western Washington University
MARC Code: WaBeWWUM
OCLC Symbol: XFF
Casey Mullin
Western Washington University
516 High St.
Bellingham, WA 98225
(360) 650-7458
Casey.mullin@wwu.edu
Formats: Scores, Sound recordings
Funnel Membership Statistics

Number of active institutions: 18

Number of catalogers independent in scores: 18

Number of catalogers independent in sound recordings: 12

Number of catalogers independent in both formats: 12

List of Reviewers (past and present)

Reviewer: Casey Mullin
Rebecca Belford (Oberlin Conservatory)
  Currently reviewing? Yes
Phyllis Jones (Oberlin Conservatory)
  Currently reviewing? No
Andrea Cawelti (Harvard University)
  Currently reviewing? Yes
Cate Gerhart (University of Washington)
  Currently reviewing? No
Kirk-Evan Billet (Peabody Institute)
  Currently reviewing? Yes

Reviewer: Chuck Peters
Anna LoPrete (Indiana University)
  Currently reviewing? No

Reviewer: Hermine Vermeij
Tomoko Shibuya (Northwestern University)
  Currently reviewing? No
Morris Levy (formerly Northwestern University)
  Currently reviewing? No

Reviewer: Kevin Kishimoto
Peter Lisius (Kent State University)
  Currently reviewing? No
Jacob Schaub (Vanderbilt University, Wilson Music Library)
  Currently reviewing? Yes
Reviewer: Linda Blair
    Anne Adams (Harvard University, Eda Kuhn Loeb Music Library)
    Currently reviewing? No
    Charles Peters (Indiana University)
    Currently reviewing? No
    Regina Shapiro (Queens Public Library)
    Currently reviewing? No
    Michelle Cronquist (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
    Currently reviewing? No
    Monica Figueroa (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
    Currently reviewing? No
    Renée McBride (University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)
    Currently reviewing? No
    Casey Mullin (Western Washington University)
    Currently reviewing? No
    Brad Young (formerly University of Milwaukee)
    Currently reviewing? No
    Ivan Kaproth-Joslin (Eastman School of Music)
    Currently reviewing? No

Reviewer: Peter Lisius
    Beth Thompson (University of North Carolina Wilmington)
    Currently reviewing? No (needs new reviewer)

Reviewer: Steven Quintilian
    Ann Churukian (Vassar College)
    Currently reviewing? No